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Abstract. We study the scaling properties of the statistics of the work done on

a generic many-body system at a quantum phase transition of any order and type,

arising from quenches of a driving control parameter. For this purpose we exploit

a dynamic finite-size scaling framework. Namely, we put forward the existence of a

nontrivial finite-size scaling limit for the work distribution, defined as the large-size

limit when appropriate scaling variables are kept fixed. The corresponding scaling

behaviors are thoroughly verified by means of analytical and numerical calculations

in two paradigmatic many-body systems as the quantum Ising model and the Bose-

Hubbard model.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the dynamics of quantum many-body systems is a highly non trivial task,

which is nowadays gaining a great deal of interest, thanks to the amazing experimental

progress in the field of quantum simulation. A paradigmatic setup is represented

by ultracold atoms trapped in optical lattices: the system can be manipulated and

controlled, both in space and in time, with an unprecedented accuracy as compared

to any solid-state counterpart, preserving coherence over long time scales [1]. In the

light of these achievements, it has become particularly relevant to develop specific

theoretical frameworks that could work in out-of-equilibrium situations and for strong

interactions, overcoming the limitations of linear-response and perturbation theory. The

ultimate purpose is to shed light on some fundamental issues of quantum mechanics

that have been recently resurfaced, such as equilibration and thermalization of closed

systems [2, 3], or the emergence of universality in the dynamics across a critical point [4].

Important progress has been also made in the intimately related field of stochastic

thermodynamics, where non-equilibrium fluctuation relations have been put forward,
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both for classical [5, 6] and quantum [7, 8] systems. The beauty of fluctuation theorems

stands on their completely general validity in out-of-equilibrium conditions, being able

to characterize the full non-linear response of the system to any (perturbative or not)

driving. These rely on the analysis of thermodynamic key concepts as work, heat,

and entropy, which represent stochastic variables with definite probability distributions.

We shall stress that, in the quantum realm, the notion of quantities such as the work

performed on a system are not observables in the usual sense, but result from an out-

of-equilibrium process [9, 10].

Here we focus on the statistics of the work done on a many-body system, close

to a quantum phase transition, when this is driven out of equilibrium by suddenly

switching one of the control parameters [7, 11]. Several issues related to this topic

have been already discussed in a variety of physical implementations, including spin

chains [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], fermionic and bosonic systems [20, 21, 22, 23],

quantum field theories [24, 25, 26, 27], as well as different contexts like cyclically driven

systems [28] and dynamic quantum phase transitions [29]. It has been also shown

that the work statistics can be experimentally measured in present-day ultracold-atom

systems, by means of ion traps [30] or Ramsey interferometry [31, 32].

While the research done so far in this context has mostly addressed the

thermodynamic limit of systems close to criticality (see, e.g., Ref. [11] and references

therein), in order to achieve a deep understanding of any reliable quantum-simulation

experiment, it is of primary importance to exploit the impact of having a finite size.

Studying the finite-size dependence of the work statistics in nonequilibrium phenomena

is also particularly attractive from a conceptual point of view. Indeed, for a global

quench the work is extensive. Therefore in the thermodynamic limit, i.e., large-volume

keeping the Hamiltonian parameter fixed, one expects the probability associated with

the work density W/V (where V is the volume of the system) to be sharply peaked

around its average value, with typical fluctuations suppressed as V −1/2. This suggests

that fluctuations around the work average, and in particular deviations from Gaussian

behaviors, may be only observable for relatively small systems.

The natural theoretical context where to set up the analysis is the finite-size

scaling (FSS) framework, that has been proven to be effective in proximity of any

quantum transition. Indeed the emergence of FSS limits has been predicted both

for continuous [33] and first-order [34] quantum transitions (CQTs and FOQTs,

respectively), as well as in a dynamic FSS context (DFSS), to describe the quantum

dynamics of finite-size many-body systems subject to time-dependent perturbations [35,

36]. Analogous FSS frameworks have been recently exploited to study quantum-

information based concepts, as entanglement among parts of the system [37, 38, 33]

as well as other indicators of genuine quantum correlations [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44], the

fidelity [45, 46], and decoherence [47, 48, 49]. The purpose of this paper is to extend

the analysis to the statistics of the work, and prove its validity in different paradigmatic

quantum many-body systems, which exhibit both CQTs and FOQTs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we fix our setting, by defining
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the relevant quantities and the quench protocols that will be considered in the

following. Section 3 contains our general DFSS framework for the work distribution,

and constitutes the core of this work. We specifically address both continuous (Sec. 3.2)

and first-order (Sec. 3.3) transitions, clarifying how the relevant scaling variables can be

defined in the two cases. Our theory is then verified in the quantum Ising model (Sec. 4),

both at its CQT and along the FOQT line, and in the hard-core Bose-Hubbard model

(Sec. 5) across the vacuum-to-superfluid transition, also generalizing to the presence of

an external trapping potential (Sec. 5.3). Finally, Sec. 6 is devoted to the conclusions

and perspectives of this research.

2. Quench protocols and work fluctuations distribution

A sudden quench is a protocol which can be generally performed within a family of

Hamiltonians, that are written as the sum of two noncommuting terms:

H(λ) = Hc + λHp. (1)

The tunable parameter λ enables one to modify the strength of the perturbation

Hp, e.g., a magnetic field term in a system of interacting spins, with respect to the

unperturbed Hamiltonian Hc. We denote with |nλ〉 the eigenstates of energy Eλ
n of H(λ)

(we assume a discrete spectrum, as it is generally appropriate for finite-size systems),

in particular |0λ〉 is the corresponding ground state. The idea of a quantum quench is

to prepare the system in the ground state of the Hamiltonian (1) for a given value λ0
of the λ-parameter, or in the corresponding equilibrium thermal state defined by the

Gibbs distribution

pλ0n =
e−βE

λ0
n

Z(λ0)
, Z(λ0) =

∑
m

e−βE
λ0
m . (2)

Here β ≡ 1/T denotes the inverse temperature of a given heat reservoir, with which

the system is initially coupled and in equilibrium (hereafter we will adopt units of

h̄ = kB = 1). At time t = 0, the system-bath coupling is switched off and the

λ-parameter is suddenly changed to λ 6= λ0. One is then interested in studying

the properties of the system, which unitarily evolves according to the post-quench

Hamiltonian H(λ), after a time t. In the case the initial condition is just the ground

state |0λ0〉 of H(λ0), or equivalently the zero-temperature limit of the Gibbs distribution,

the resulting dynamic problem corresponds to that of the pure-state quantum evolution

|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iH(λ)t|0λ0〉, (3)

with |Ψ(t = 0)〉 = |0λ0〉 [2].

The quantum work W associated with such out-of-equilibrium dynamic protocol,

i.e., the work done on the system by quenching the control parameter λ, does not

generally have a definite value. More specifically, this quantity can be defined as the

difference of two projective energy measurements [7]. The first one at t = 0 projects
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onto the eigenstates of the initial Hamiltonian H(λ0) with a probability given by the

equilibrium Gibbs distribution. Then the system evolves, driven by the unitary operator

U(t, 0) = e−iH(λ)t, and the second energy measurement projects onto the eigenstates

of the Hamiltonian H(λ). The work probability distribution can thus be written

as [7, 10, 9]:

P (W ) ≡ P (W,T, λ0, λ) =
∑
n,m

δ
[
W − (Eλ

n − Eλ0
m )
] ∣∣〈nλ|mλ0〉

∣∣2 pλ0m . (4)

One may also introduce a corresponding characteristic function [12, 7]

C(s) =

∫
dW eisW P (W ), (5)

encoding full information of the work statistics.

The work distribution (4) satisfies the quantum version of the Crooks fluctuation

relation [7]
P (W,T, λ0, λ)

P (−W,T, λ, λ0)
= eβW e−β[F (λ)−F (λ0)], (6)

where the probability distribution in the denominator corresponds to an inverted quench

protocol, from λ to λ0. It also satisfies the Jarzynski equality [5, 7] [which can be directly

derived from Eq. (6), as well]:

〈e−βW 〉 ≡
∫
dW e−βW P (W ) = e−β[F (λ)−F (λ0)], (7)

where F (λ) = −T lnZ(λ) is the free energy associated with the Hamiltonian parameter

λ. Let us also define the so-called dissipative work [7]

Wi = W − [F (λ)− F (λ0)], (8)

satisfying the inequality 〈Wi〉 ≥ 0, which can be straightforwardly derived using Jensen’s

inequality.

The zero-temperature limit corresponds to a quench protocol from the ground state

of H(λ0). Assuming that it is nondegenerate, the work probability (4) reduces to

P (W ) =
∑
n

δ
[
W − (Eλ

n − E
λ0
0 )
] ∣∣〈nλ|0λ0〉∣∣2, (9)

and the dissipative work (8) simplifies to

Wi = W − (Eλ
0 − E

λ0
0 ). (10)

In this case, the characteristic function C(s) can be simply written as the amplitude

C(s) = 〈0λ0|e−iH(λ0)s eiH(λ)s|0λ0〉, (11)

whose absolute value is related the so-called Loschmidt echo Q(t) = − ln |〈0λ0|Ψ(t)〉|2,
providing information on the overlap between the initial state |0λ0〉 and the evolved

quantum state |Ψ(t)〉 at time t, cf. Eq. (3).
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It is even possible to devise generalized time-dependent protocols, such as those

starting from the ground state at λ0, and then evolving the system by changing the

protocol parameter λp(t) with a generic function of the time, up to a final value λ. In

particular we may write it as

λp(t) = λ0 + (λ− λ0) fp(t/tp), (12)

so that fp(0) = 0 and fp(1) = 1, and tp is the time scale of the variation. For example,

one may consider a linear protocol fp(x) = x. In this more general case, the work

distribution (4) reads [7]:

P (W ; fp) =
∑
n,m

δ
[
W − (Eλ

n − Eλ0
m )
] ∣∣〈nλ|U(tp; fp)|mλ0〉

∣∣2 pλ0m , (13)

where U(tp; fp) is the evolution operator from t = 0 to tp associated with the time

variation of Eq. (12). Of course, the general features of the dynamic behavior must

somehow depend on the protocol function fp(x). In the limit tp → 0, we recover

the sudden-quench protocol. Note also that, in the case of finite-size systems, even

at quantum transitions, large time scales tp must eventually give rise to quasi-static

adiabatic evolutions, with vanishing dissipative work, i.e., 〈W 〉 = F (λ)− F (λ0).

Let us finally comment on another out-of-equilibrium protocol based on a double

sudden quench forming a cycle, similar to that discussed in Ref. [29]. The quantum

evolution starts from an equilibrium Gibbs distribution at a given temperature T ,

associated with the Hamiltonian parameter λ0. The λ-parameter is then suddenly

changed to λ, at t = 0. After a time t, the parameter is suddenly quenched back to the

value λ0. The work distribution, associated with two projective energy measurements

at t = 0 and after the second quench at time t, can be written as

P (W ) =
∑
n,m

δ
[
W − (Eλ0

n − Eλ0
m )
] ∣∣〈nλ0|e−iH(λ)t|mλ0〉

∣∣2 pλ0m . (14)

Of course, in such case we have a further dependence on the time interval t in which

the system evolves under the Hamiltonian H(λ). The corresponding Jarzynski identity

reads as 〈e−βW 〉 = 1, since the double-quench protocol provides an out-of-equilibrium

cycle returning to the initial value λ0 of the λ-parameter. The average work satisfies

the thermodynamic inequality 〈W 〉 ≥ 0, which can be easily derived using Jensen’s

inequality.

In the following sections we characterize the scaling behavior of the work

fluctuations arising from the above quench protocols performed within the critical regime

of a quantum transition. This requires that Hc describes a system either at a CQT or a

FOQT, and that the temperature T is sufficiently low. Moreover, the perturbation λHp,

driving the quench protocol, must be sufficiently small to maintain the system within the

critical regime. In particular, we derive the scaling behaviors arising from the interplay

of the temperature and the Hamiltonian parameters with the finite size L of the system.

For this purpose, we are going to exploit an appropriate DFSS framework [35, 49].
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3. Dynamic finite-size scaling of the work distribution

3.1. General Ansatz

Let us start by considering a simple quench protocol, driven by the sudden change of the

λ-parameter of the many-body Hamiltonian (1) at a quantum transition. We shall see

that the DFSS framework allows us to study the interplay among the temperature T , the

quench parameters λ0, λ, and the finite linear size L, assuming that the temperature

is sufficiently small, and that both the initial (λ0) and final (λ) parameters keep the

system close to the transition point. The transition point is located at λ = 0, where the

Hamiltonian is exactly Hc, while λ is a relevant parameter driving the transition.

Our working hypothesis is based on the existence of a nontrivial DFSS limit for the

work distribution P (W ), defined as the large-size limit keeping the appropriate scaling

variables fixed. Namely, we conjecture that, at both CQTs and FOQTs, the DFSS of

the work distribution can be written as

P (W,T, λ0, λ, L) ≈ ∆(L)−1 P(ω, τ, κ0, κ). (15)

Here

∆(L) = ∆(λ = 0, L), (16)

where ∆(λ, L) is the energy gap of the lowest states, while P(ω, τ, κ0, κ) is a function

of the scaling variables

ω = ∆(L)−1W, τ = ∆(L)−1 T, (17)

κ0 and κ. The latter are other appropriate scaling variables proportional to λ0 and

λ, respectively (see below). The DFSS limit is defined as the large-size L → ∞ limit,

keeping the scaling variables ω, τ , κ0 and κ fixed.

The DFSS of the work distribution in Eq. (15) allows us to infer the scaling behavior

of the average of the work and its higher moments, as well:

〈W k〉 ≡
∫
dW W k P (W ) ≈ ∆(L)kWk(τ, κ0, κ), (18)

with

Wk(τ, κ0, κ) =

∫
dω ωk P(ω, τ, κ0, κ). (19)

Of course Wk=0 = 1, corresponding to the normalization condition∫
dWP (W ) =

∫
dωP(ω) = 1. (20)

In the case of the work distribution (14) associated with a double quench protocol

in which the λ-parameter is brought back to its initial value λ0 after a time t, we must

add a further scaling variable

θt = ∆(L) t, (21)
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to take into account the dependence on the time interval of the evolution of the system

under the Hamiltonian H(λ). Scaling arguments analogous to those applied to the

standard quench protocols [35] lead to the general DFSS ansatz

P (W,T, λ0, λ, t, L) ≈ ∆(L)−1P(ω, τ, κ0, κ, θt), (22)

at both CQTs and FOQTs.

As we shall see later, different scaling behaviors of the work distribution are

expected to occur at CQTs and FOQTs, due to the different size dependence of the

gap ∆(L) and the FSS variables κ0, κ: CQTs are generally characterized by power

laws related to the universal critical exponent of the corresponding universality class,

while exponential behaviors emerge at FOQTs. In the following we discuss more in

detail the DFSS frameworks associated with CQTs and FOQTs, emphasizing their own

peculiarities.

3.2. Continuous quantum transitions

The FSS theory at CQTs is well established (see, e.g., Refs. [33, 50, 51] and references

therein). The energy differences ∆i(L) = Ei−E0 of the lowest states [and, in particular,

of the ground-state gap ∆(L) ≡ ∆1(L)] at the transition point behave as

∆i(L) ∼ L−z, (23)

where z is a universal dynamic exponent. The FSS variable associated with the relevant

scaling variable is

κ = Lyλλ, (24)

where yλ is a universal critical exponent, given by the renormalization-group (RG)

dimension of the λ parameter. The equilibrium FSS limit of a generic observable O,

obtained by taking L→∞ keeping κ and τ ∼ Lz T fixed [see Eq. (17)], is expected to

be

O(T, λ, L) ≈ L−yo O(τ, κ), (25)

where yo is the RG dimension of the observable O, and O is a universal FSS function

depending on the geometry of the system and the type of boundary conditions.

Out-of-equilibrium time-dependent processes also require an appropriate rescaling

of the time t, encoded by the scaling variable θt ∼ L−zt [see Eq. (21)]. The corresponding

DFSS limit is thus defined, in an analogous way, as the infinite-volume L → ∞ limit

keeping the scaling variables θt, τ , κ, and κ0 = Lyλλ0 fixed. Then a generic observable

O in the DFSS limit is expected to behave as [35]

O(T, λ0, λ, t, L) ≈ L−yo O(τ, κ0, κ, θt), (26)

where O is a DFSS function.
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The DFSS asymptotic behavior of the work probability distribution, given by

Eq. (15), can be thus rewritten after defining a further scaling variable ω ∼ LzW

[see again Eq. (17)], such that

P (W,T, λ0, λ, L) ≈ Lz P(ω, τ, κ0, κ). (27)

Correspondingly, its characteristic function C(s) is expected to behave as

C(s, T, λ0, λ, L) ≈ C(θs, τ, κ0, κ), (28)

where θs = ∆(L) s ∼ L−z s, and

C(θs, τ, κ0, κ) =

∫
dω eiθsω P(ω, τ, κ0, κ). (29)

Note that this DFSS is consistent with that expected for typical Loschmidt echos, along

the quantum evolution after a quench protocol [35]. Indeed, due to Eq. (11), the variable

s can be naturally considered as a time-like variable, explaining the time-like scaling

of the corresponding FSS variable θs [see Eq. (21)]. One may also derive nontrivial

relations analogous to those of Eqs. (6) and (7) in terms of scaling functions and scaling

variables only, using the scaling equation of the equilibrium free energy [33].

The approach to the asymptotic DFSS behavior is expected to be characterized by

power-law suppressed corrections, typical of general CQTs [33]. In particular, we expect

the existence of O(L−ω) corrections, where ω is the universal exponent associated with

the leading irrelevant perturbation at the corresponding fixed point. Such corrections

generally appear in the equilibrium critical behavior of correlations of local observables.

The presence of boundaries generally gives rise to O(L−1) corrections, while in the

absence of boundaries, like periodic boundary conditions, these corrections are absent.

Moreover, for complex nonlocal quantities, such as the entanglement entropy between

spatial regions, other peculiar power-law corrections may arise (see, e.g., Ref. [35] and

references therein).

Using the general DFSS of the work probability, it is easy to derive the DFSS of the

average work 〈W 〉 ≈ ∆(L)W1(τ, κ0, κ). This becomes, in the zero-temperature limit,

〈W 〉 ≈ ∆(L)W1(κ0, κ). (30)

We shall see here that the DFSS in Eq. (30) can be supported by an alternative

derivation. The average work injected into the system by a quench from λ0 to λ is given

by the expectation value of the post-quench Hamiltonian on the initial (pre-quench)

state:

〈W 〉 = 〈0λ0|H(λ)−H(λ0)|0λ0〉 = (λ− λ0)〈0λ0 |Hp|0λ0〉. (31)

It is easy to check that this equation corresponds to the integral 〈W 〉 =
∫
dW W P (W ),

inserting P (W ) as given in Eq. (9).
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In the DFSS limit, we can exploit the equilibrium FSS behavior, cf. Eq. (25), to

evaluate the matrix element 〈0λ0|Hp|0λ0〉. Assuming that Hp =
∑

x Px is a sum of local

terms, we have

〈W 〉 ≈ Ld−yp (λ− λ0) fp(κ0), (32)

where yp and fp are, respectively, the RG dimension and the equilibrium FSS function

associated with the observable Hp/L
d (here d is the dimensionality of the system).

Taking into account the relation [52]

yp + yλ = d+ z (33)

between the RG dimensions of λ and of the associated perturbation Hp, Eq. (32) can

be eventually written as

〈W 〉 ≈ L−z(κ− κ0) fp(κ0), (34)

in agreement with Eq. (30), identifying

W1(κ0, κ) ∼ (κ− κ0)fp(κ0). (35)

This provides a relation between the DFSS function of the average work and the

equilibrium FSS function of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian term Hp associated

with the driving parameter λ.

We may also consider the large-volume limit of the above scaling behaviors. For

L→∞, the average work is expected to grow as the volume, which implies

fp(κ0) ∼ |κ0|yp/yλ , |κ0| → ∞, 〈W 〉 ∼ Ld (λ− λ0) |λ0|yp/yλ . (36)

Note also that we may write it as

〈W 〉
Ld
∼ ξ

−(d+z)
0 δλ, (37)

where ξ0 ∼ |λ0|−1/yλ represents an infinite-volume correlation length associated with the

initial ground state of H(λ0), and δλ = λ/λ0 − 1 = κ/κ0 − 1.

We stress that the DFSS relations derived above are quite general, in that they

can be applied to any CQT, using the appropriate critical exponents associated with

the corresponding universality class. Moreover, analogous considerations apply to local

quenches, which can be described by a DFSS as well [36].

We finally mention that the work distribution in the infinite volume limit is

expected to approach a quasi-Gaussian distribution around the average value of the

work density W/Ld with O(L−d/2) fluctuations, which is expected to have the general

form P (W ) ∼ exp[−LdI(W/Ld)] with I(x) ≥ 0 [21].

3.3. First-order quantum transitions

Let us now extend the above analysis to FOQTs. As shown by earlier works [34, 53, 54],

isolated many-body systems at FOQTs develop FSS behaviors as well. However, they
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significantly depend on the type of boundary conditions, in particular whether they favor

one of the phases or they are neutral, giving rise to FSS characterized by exponential

or power-law behaviors.

FOQTs generally arise from level crossings. However level crossings can only occur

in the infinite-volume limit (in the absence of particular conservation laws). In a finite

system, the presence of a nonvanishing matrix element among these states lifts the

degeneracy, giving rise to the phenomenon of avoided level crossing. Here the FSS is

controlled by the energy difference of the avoiding levels, in particular by the gap ∆(L)

of Eq. (16). The appropriate FSS variables are generally given by those in Eq. (17), and

by [34]

κ = ∆(L)−1Eλ(λ, L), (38)

Eλ being the energy variation associated with the λ term (we assume Eλ = 0 at the

transition point). The DFSS limit is again defined by the large-L limit, keeping ω, τ ,

and κ fixed. Note that the FOQT scenario based on the avoided crossing of two levels

is not realized for any boundary condition [34]: in some cases the energy difference

∆(L) of the lowest levels may even show a power-law dependence on L. However, the

scaling variables κ obtained using the corresponding ∆(L) turn out to be appropriate

as well [34].

Similarly to CQTs, the emergence of a DFSS after an out-of-equilibrium quench

protocol λ0 → λ is also expected at FOQTs. The scaling arguments of Ref. [35] allow us

to identify the additional variables κ0 = ∆(L)−1Eλ(λ0, L) and θt = ∆(L)t [see Eq. (21)].

Using arguments analogous to those at CQTs, we arrive at the DFSS of the work

probability distribution given in Eq. (22). These considerations can be straightforwardly

extended to generalized quench protocols, such as those introduced in Sec. 2.

The rest of the paper is dedicated to an explicit verification of the DFSS that we

put forward for the work distribution after a quench in two paradigmatic examples

of quantum many-body systems exhibiting transitions of different types and order.

Namely, we focus on the quantum Ising model (Sec. 4) and on the Bose-Hubbard

model (Sec. 5). We employ both numerical diagonalization techniques and analytical

approaches, when possible.

4. Results for the quantum Ising model

4.1. The model

The Hamiltonian of the d-dimensional quantum Ising model defined on a lattice with

Ld sites, in the presence of both a transverse and a longitudinal field, is given by:

HIs = −J
∑
〈x,y〉

σ(3)
x σ(3)

y − g
∑
x

σ(1)
x − λ

∑
x

σ(3)
x . (39)

Here σ(k) denotes the spin-1/2 Pauli matrices (k = x, y, z), the first sum is over all bonds

connecting nearest-neighbor sites 〈x,y〉, while the other sums are over the sites. We
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assume J = 1 (ferromagnetic couplings) and g > 0. The phase diagram of these kinds

of systems (in various dimensions) are known, and present both CQTs and FOQTs.

At g = gc and λ = 0 (in one dimension, gc = 1), the model undergoes a CQT

belonging to the (d + 1)-dimensional Ising universality class [52, 55, 56], separating

a disordered phase (g > gc) from an ordered (g < gc) one. The CQT at g = gc
is characterized by the presence of two relevant Hamiltonian parameters. They are

r ≡ g − gc and λ (such that they vanish at the critical point), with RG dimension

yr and yλ, respectively. The equilibrium critical exponents yr and yλ are those of the

(d + 1)-dimensional Ising universality class. For one-dimensional systems, they are

yr = 1/ν = 1 and yλ = (d + 3 − η)/2 = (4 − η)/2 with η = 1/4. For two-dimensional

models, they are not known exactly, but there are very accurate estimates, see, e.g.,

Refs. [56, 57, 58, 59]; in particular [58] yr = 1/ν with ν = 0.629971(4) and yλ = (5−η)/2

with η = 0.036298(2). For three-dimensional systems, they assume the mean-field values

yr = 2 and yλ = 3, apart from logarithms. The temperature T gives rise to a further

relevant perturbation at CQTs; the corresponding scaling dimension is provided by the

dynamic exponent z = 1 (for any spatial dimension) characterizing the behavior of the

energy differences of the lowest-energy states, and, in particular, the gap ∆ ∼ ξ−z where

ξ is the diverging length scale at the transition point. Scaling corrections are generally

controlled by the leading irrelevant perturbation, which gives rise to O(ξ−ω) corrections

to the asymptotic behavior, and the corresponding universal exponent is given by ω = 2

for d = 1 [60] and ω = 0.830(2) for d = 2 [58].

For any g < gc, the presence of a longitudinal external field λ drives FOQTs along

the λ = 0 line. The behavior along the FOQT line for g < gc is related to the level

crossing of the two lowest states |+〉 and |−〉 for λ = 0, such that 〈+|σ(3)
x |+〉 = m0 and

〈−|σ(3)
x |−〉 = −m0 (irrespective of x), with m0 > 0. The degeneracy of these states

is lifted by the longitudinal field λ. Therefore, λ = 0 is a FOQT point, where the

longitudinal magnetization M = L−d
∑

xMx, with Mx ≡ 〈σ(3)
x 〉, becomes discontinuous

in the infinite-volume limit. The FOQT separates two different phases characterized

by opposite values of the magnetization m0, i.e. limλ→0± limL→∞M = ±m0. For one-

dimensional systems [61], m0 = (1− g2)1/8.
In a finite system of size L, the two lowest states are superpositions of two

magnetized states |+〉 and |−〉, in particular when the boundary conditions are neutral,

i.e, they do not favor any of the two magnetized phases, such as periodic and open

boundary conditions (see e.g. Refs. [34, 53, 54] for discussions of the scenario emerging

when boundary conditions are not neutral). Due to tunneling effects, the energy gap ∆

at λ = 0 vanishes exponentially as L increases, [62, 34]

∆(L) ∼ e−cL
d

, (40)

apart from powers of L. In particular, the energy gap ∆(L) of the one-dimensional Ising

ring (39) for g < 1 is exponentially suppressed as [61, 63]

∆(L) = 2 (1− g2)gL [1 +O(g2L)] (41a)
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for open boundary conditions, and

∆(L) ≈ 2
√

(1− g2)/(πL) gL (41b)

for periodic boundary conditions. The differences for the higher excited states are finite,

for L→∞.

In the following, we mostly consider quench protocols where the transverse field g

is kept fixed, and λ is varied according to the various quench protocols described above.

At g = gc, the quench protocol provides a paradigmatic example of a CQT, while when

g < gc it provides examples of FOQTs.

4.2. Work fluctuations at the continuous transition

We are now ready to present a numerical verification of the predicted DFSS behaviors

for the work distribution associated with a quench of the one-dimensional quantum Ising

model in the longitudinal field, at the continuous transition (see Sec. 3.2). In particular,

we shall consider chains of size L with periodic boundary conditions, fix g = 1 at the

critical point, and study zero-temperature quench protocols driven by the longitudinal

field, λ0 → λ, cf. Eq. (39).

Numerical diagonalization data concerning the scaling of the average post-quench

work 〈W 〉, defined in Eq. (31), are provided in Fig. 1, for a quench starting from κ0 = 1

and for different values of L up to 20 spins [64]. The average work is plotted against

the post-quench renormalized field κ. We recall that, for the model under investigation,

the RG dimension of the λ parameter is yλ = 15/8, therefore Eq. (24) implies that

λ = L−15/8κ asymptotically approaches zero, in the large-L limit (and analogously for

λ0).

At a first glance, one realizes that data collapse emerges quite neatly already at

very small sizes, on the scale of the figure. This obeys the scaling predicted by Eq. (30),

after noticing that ∆(L) ∼ L−z, and that z = 1 for the one-dimensional quantum Ising

ring. Therefore, the observed linear behavior of 〈W 〉L as a function of κ (for fixed κ0)

immediately follows from the scaling prediction, together with the identification of W1

with that in Eq. (35). We have also analyzed finite-size corrections: the inset displays

numerical data for a cut of the main frame at κ = −1.5. The approach to the asymptotic

behavior appears to be characterized by O(L−2) corrections.

A closer inspection of higher moments of the work distribution is useful to test the

scaling Ansatz put forward in Eq. (18). To this purpose, we have analyzed the numerical

data for the second moment 〈W 2〉 of the work distribution, as well. Figure 2 displays

the connected correlation function

〈W 2〉c ≡ 〈W 2〉 − 〈W 〉2 (42)

suitably rescaled by L2z = L2, as a function of the scaling variable κ, for the same set of

parameters as in Fig. 1. Even in this case, we observe a remarkable agreement with the

predicted DFSS behavior. We have checked that the predicted scaling occurs for several
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Figure 1. Average work 〈W 〉, rescaled by a factor Lz = L, injected into the system

after a quench of the Ising ring at the CQT, for fixed κ0 = 1 and varying κ. Notice

that κ = κ0 corresponds to the equilibrium point, in which no work is performed on

the system. The various data sets correspond to different chain lengths, as indicated

in the legend. The inset shows the behavior of the same data with the system size, for

fixed κ = −1.5 (arrow in the main frame). The data appear to converge with O(L−2)

corrections.

other choices of the system parameters, namely by varying κ0 and κ (not shown). The

approach to the expected asymptotic behavior of the variance 〈W 2〉c turns out to be

slower than the average work 〈W 〉, as is visible in the inset (see the scale on the y-axis).

Indeed, corrections appear to get suppressed as O(L−1). This may suggest that the

global convergence of the DFSS of the work statistics may be O(L−1), similarly to the

DFSS of the bipartite entanglement entropy [35]. We believe that this issue deserves

further investigation.

It is significant to remark that the statistics of the work in the DFSS limit

is generally not Gaussian, therefore higher moments of the work distribution are

also important to be analyzed. In view of the fact that an increasing amount of

computational resources is required to obtain 〈W k〉, with k > 2, we decided to directly

tackle the characteristic function of Eq (11) at finite times. To this purpose, instead

of fully diagonalizing the post-quench Hamiltonian H(λ), we have implemented the

time evolution of the initial state |0λ0〉 by means of a fourth-order Suzuki-Trotter

decomposition of the unitary-evolution operator U(t) = e−iH(λ)t, with a time step
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Figure 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the variance of the work distribution,

〈W 2〉c = 〈W 2〉−〈W 〉2, injected after the quench. The inset highlights the convergence

to the asymptotic scaling behavior, which appears to follow a O(L−1) dependence.

Unspecified parameters have been chosen to be the same as in Fig. 1.

δt = 10−2, for systems with up to L = 23 sites.

We have eventually checked the DFSS prediction of Eq. (28), which entails

the validity of the Ansatz for the whole distribution of the work statistics. The

corresponding plot for the modulus of C(s), as a function of the rescaled time variable

θs, is reported in Fig. 3 for three different values of κ0, with κ = −κ0. Even for

this quantity, data collapse is remarkably evident at the relatively small sizes we were

able to reach, with a slightly slower approach to the asymptotic scaling behavior when

increasing κ. The convergence to the asymptotic DFSS behavior of C(s) appears

consistent with a global s-dependent O(1/L) suppression of the corrections. Notice

that the irregular pattern of the various curves signals the presence of non-Gaussian

features in the statistics of the work. The irregularity of these curves, and thus the

deviations from Gaussianity, is generally non monotonic in κ, since it depends on the

degree of commensurability of the energy injected by the quench with the spectrum of

the system [35].

Note that the main features of the DFSS at the CQT of the Ising models (39), such

as the general size dependence and the scaling functions, are expected to be universal,

i.e., they are expected not to depend on the microscopic details of the models (apart from

trivial normalizations of the arguments). Therefore, their predictions can be extended
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Figure 3. Scaling of the modulus of the characteristic function |C(s)| associated to

a quench of the Ising model for κ = −κ0. From top to bottom, the three panels refer

to κ = 1, 3, and 7, respectively. Data are plotted against the rescaled time θs. Notice

that, for the sake of convenience, in this figure we have defined θs = Lz s, cf. Eq. (21).

to all CQTs belonging to the corresponding Ising universality classes.

4.3. Work fluctuations at the first-order transitions

Let us now switch to the work distribution associated with quenches along the FOQT

line of the model in Eq. (39), i.e., driven by the longitudinal external field λ along the

line g < gc of the phase diagram. As already mentioned, isolated many-body systems

at FOQTs develop a FSS behavior, as well. However, they significantly depend on the

type of boundary conditions, in particular whether they favor one of the phases or they

are neutral, giving rise to FSS characterized by exponential or power-law behaviors.

In the following we shall consider Ising systems with boundary conditions that do not

favor any of the two magnetized phases, such as periodic and open boundary conditions,
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which generally lead to exponential FSS laws [34]. We stress that, for peculiar boundary

conditions as the antiperiodic ones, the energy difference of the lowest levels obeys a

power-law dependence on L, in which case the situation becomes more subtle [34].

Following the general DFSS framework put forward in Sec. 3.3, we can identify the

scaling parameters κ0, κ, and θt (see Sec. 3.3). Specifically, as described in Sec. 4.2, we

perform the quench protocol λ0 → λ for a value of g < gc. The energy associated with

the corresponding longitudinal-field perturbation λ is given by Eλ(λ, L) = 2m0λ0L
d,

while the gap ∆(L) of the two lowest states at λ = 0 is given by Eqs. (40), (41a),

and (41b), depending on the boundary conditions. We can thus express the scaling

variables κ0 and κ as [35]

κ0 =
2m0λ0L

d

∆(L)
, κ =

2m0λL
d

∆(L)
. (43)

The corresponding DFSS of the work distribution, Eq. (18), is expected to hold for any

g < gc, with a scaling function P independent of g, apart from trivial normalizations of

the arguments. The approach to the asymptotic scaling is expected to be exponential

when increasing the size of the system (for the cases under consideration, the gap ∆

closes exponentially with L).

In the case of the quantum Ising systems with periodic or open boundary conditions,

the DFSS functions can be exactly computed, exploiting a two-level truncation of the

spectrum [34, 36, 35]. In the long-time limit and for large systems, the scaling properties

in a small interval around λ = 0, more precisely for m0|λ| � ∆2 = O(1), are captured

by a two-level truncation, which only takes into account the two nearly degenerate

lowest-energy states. The effective evolution is determined by the Schrödinger equation

i
d

dt
Ψ(t) = H2l(λ) Ψ(t), (44)

where Ψ(t) is a two-component wave function, whose components correspond to the

states |+〉 and |−〉, and

H2l(λ) = −β σ(3) + δ σ(1), with β = m0λL
d, δ = ∆(L)/2. (45)

Using Eq. (43), we also have β/δ = κ. The initial condition is given by the ground state

of H2l(λ0):

|Ψ(λ0, λ, L, t = 0)〉 = sin(α0/2) |−〉 − cos(α0/2) |+〉, (46)

with tanα0 = κ−10 and α0 ∈ (0, π). The quantum evolution after quenching λ0 → λ

can be easily obtained by diagonalizing H2l(λ). Its eigenstates, associated with the

eigenvectors Eλ
0,1 = ∓∆

√
1 + κ2/2, are

|0〉 = sin(α/2) |−〉 − cos(α/2) |+〉 , |1〉 = cos(α/2) |−〉+ sin(α/2) |+〉 , (47)

with tanα = κ−1 and α ∈ (0, π). Then, it is not difficult to show that, after the quench

at t = 0, the state in Eq. (46) evolves as

|Ψ(λ0, λ, L, t)〉 = ei
θt
2

√
1+κ2 cos(δα)|0〉+ e−i

θt
2

√
1+κ2 sin(δα)|1〉, (48)
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where we defined δα = (α0 − α)/2. Note that the time-dependent wave function in

Eq. (48) is written in terms of scaling variables only.

Using these results, one can easily compute the characteristic function defined in

Eq. (11), that is, the amplitude:

C(s) = e−iE0s〈Ψ(λ0, λ, L, s = 0)|Ψ(λ0, λ, L,−s)〉. (49)

Therefore, the work probability distribution P (W ) can be inferred directly from Eq. (5).

Its corresponding scaling function [see Eq. (15)] reads:

P(2l)(ω, κ0, κ) = δ(ω − ω−) cos2(δα) + δ(ω − ω+) sin2(δα),

with ω± =
1

2

(√
1 + κ20 ±

√
1 + κ2

)
. (50)

This is in agreement with the expected scaling behavior.

Let us now specialize to the average work 〈W 〉 = ∆(L)W(2l)
1 (κ0, κ). After simple

manipulations, working in the hypothesis of a two-level (2l) truncation of the spectrum,

this turns out to be characterized by the scaling function

W(2l)
1 (κ0, κ) =

(κ0 − κ)κ0

2
√

1 + κ20
. (51)

This expression has the same form of Eq. (35). It is instructive to see that it satisfies

the inequality

W(2l)
1 >

1

2

(√
1 + κ20 −

√
1 + κ2

)
, (52)

or, equivalently,

〈W 〉 > Eλ
0 − E

λ0
0 . (53)

We remark that in the DFSS limit, the effects of higher states are expected to

be exponentially suppressed, essentially because in this limit the probability associated

with higher states is exponentially suppressed [36].

To corroborate the above DFSS predictions in the two-level truncation hypothesis

close to a FOQT, we have numerically computed the average work after a quench in

the longitudinal field λ for the one-dimensional quantum Ising chain at finite size L,

with g < 1. The corresponding data for the ratio 〈W 〉/∆(L), at fixed g = 0.9 and

κ0 = 1, are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the rescaled variable κ. A comparison of

the numerical outcomes with the analytic estimate W(2l)
1 of Eq. (51) demonstrates a

remarkable agreement between them, as is visible from the figure. A closer inspection

to the behavior with L, for fixed κ, is provided in the inset, where an exponential

convergence to the expected prediction clearly emerges. An analogous scaling behavior

occurs for other values of g < 1 (not shown), thus showing universality within the

Ising-like FOQTs.

Let us close this discussion by mentioning that the above derived zero-temperature

scaling formulas can be easily extended to finite temperature as well, using Eq. (4). This
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Figure 4. Average work 〈W 〉, divided by the ground-state energy gap ∆(L), after a

quench across the FOQT of the Ising ring with g = 0.9 and κ0 = 1, as a function of κ

and for different chain lengths. The continuous straight line is the two-level prediction

of Eq. (51). The inset highlights the difference between the numerical results at finite

size and the analytic function W(2l)
1 , which appears to decrease exponentially (the

dashed line is an exponential fit of the data).

requires the further scaling variable τ = ∆(L)−1 T . The corresponding work distribution

satisfies the Jarzynski equality, see Eq. (7):∫
dWe−βWP (W,T, λ0, λ, L) = e−β[F (λ)−F (λ0)]. (54)

More precisely, using the fact that

P (W,T, λ0, λ, L) = ∆(L)−1P(2l)(ω, τ, κ0, κ), (55)

cf. Eq. (15), we obtain∫
dω e−ω/τP(2l)(ω, τ, κ0, κ) =

cosh
[√

1 + κ2/(2τ)
]

cosh
[√

1 + κ20/(2τ)
] . (56)

We finally address the quench protocol introduced at the end of Sec. 2. The

quantum evolution starts from the ground state associated with the parameter value

λ0, which is suddenly changed to λ at t = 0. After a time t the parameter is quenched

back to the value λ0. In the case of FOQTs, two-level computations analogous to those
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employed for the standard quench protocol confirm the conjectured scaling behaviors

and allow us determine the corresponding scaling functions. We obtain

P(2l)(ω, κ0, κ, θt) = Aδ(ω) + (1− A) δ
(
ω −

√
1 + κ20

)
, (57)

where A ≡ |〈0λ0|Ψ(t)〉|2 denotes the overlap between the initial state and the time-

evolved state, cf. Eq. (48), and is given by

A(κ0, κ, θt) = 1− 1

2

[
1− cos(θt

√
1 + κ2)

]
sin2(α0 − α). (58)

Finally, we would like to stress that the above DFSS of the work fluctuations

is expected to be the same, apart from normalizations, along the FOQT line of the

quantum Ising models (39) for g < gc, and in any system sharing the same global

properties, such as FOQTs arising from an avoided two-level crossing phenomenon in

the large-L limit.

5. Results for the Bose-Hubbard model

5.1. The lattice Bose-Hubbard model

Another physically interesting system is the Bose-Hubbard (BH) model [65], which

provides a realistic description of a gas of bosonic atoms in an optical lattice [66]. Its

Hamiltonian reads:

HBH = −J
2

∑
〈x,y〉

(b†xby + b†ybx) +
U

2

∑
x

nx(nx − 1)− µ
∑
x

nx, (59)

where bx annihilates a boson on site x of a cubic Ld lattice, nx ≡ b†xbx is the particle

density operator, the first sum runs over the nearest-neighbor bonds 〈x,y〉, while the

others run over the sites. Moreover the parameter J denotes the hopping strength, U

the interaction strength, and µ the onsite chemical potential. In addition, we consider

a perturbation coupled to the particle operator bx, i.e.,

H(λ) = HBH + λHp, , Hp = −1

2

∑
x

(bx + b†x), (60)

where the parameter λ plays the role of a real external constant field. We express lengths

in terms of the lattice spacing a = 1 and set J = 1, so that energies are provided in

units of J .

Here we are interested in the infinitely repulsive, hard-core U → +∞ limit, so

that the particle number can only take the values nx = 0, 1. In this case, the BH

Hamiltonian H(λ) = HBH +λHp, cf. Eq. (60), can be exactly mapped into the so-called

XX model [52]

HXX = −
∑
〈x,y〉

[
S(1)
x S(1)

y + S(2)
x S(2)

y

]
+ µ

∑
x

(
S(3)
x −

1

2

)
− λ

∑
x

S(1)
x , (61)
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where the spin operators S
(k)
x = σ

(k)
x /2 are related to the bosonic ones by: σ

(1)
x = b†x+bx,

σ
(2)
x = i(b†x − bx), and σ

(3)
x = 1− 2b†xbx.

The zero-temperature limit of the hard-core BH model, or equivalently of the XX

model, displays three phases for λ = 0, associated with the ground-state properties [52]:

the vacuum (µ < −d), the superfluid (−d < µ < d), and the Mott n = 1 phase

(µ > d). The vacuum-to-superfluid transition at µvs = −d and the n = 1 superfluid-

to-Mott transition at µsm = d, when they are driven by the chemical potential, belong

to the universality class associated with a nonrelativistic U(1)-symmetric bosonic field

theory [65]. The upper critical dimension of this bosonic field theory is d = 2. Thus

its critical behavior is mean field for d > 2. For d = 2 the field theory is essentially

free (apart from logarithmic corrections), thus the dynamic critical exponent is z = 2,

the RG dimension of the coupling µ is yµ = 2. In d = 1 the theory turns out to be

equivalent to a free-field theory of nonrelativistic spinless fermions [52], from which one

infers the RG exponents z = 2 and yµ = 2. The RG dimension of the λ parameter of

the Hamiltonians (60) and (61) is yλ = z + d/2 = 2 + d/2 (thus yλ = 5/2 for d = 1, and

yλ = 3 for d = 2).

5.2. Work fluctuations in quenches at the vacuum-to-superfluid transition

Let us concentrate on quench protocols at the vacuum-to-superfluid transition of the

hard-core BH model (60), driven by the Hamiltonian variable λ, around the critical

point µvs = −d and λ = 0. According to the general DFSS theory outlined in Sec. 3, in

particular Sec. 3.2, we expect the scaling behavior for the work distribution reported in

Eq. (27), with z = 2 and yλ = 2 + d/2.

We have numerically checked these predictions by diagonalizing the XX chain with

periodic boundary conditions [64]. The quench protocol λ0 → λ is performed at zero

temperature, keeping µ = µvs = −1 fixed. Data for the scaling of the average work 〈W 〉
at a given value of κ0 and for varying κ are presented in Fig. 5. Analogously to the

continuous transition in the quantum Ising chain, reported in Fig. 1, we immediately

realize that the data nicely collapse already for small sizes, exhibiting a linear behavior

of 〈W 〉Lz with z = 2 as a function of κ; this follows from the scaling prediction in

Eqs. (30) and (35). The convergence to the asymptotic DFSS behavior is shown in the

inset of Fig. 1.

The DFSS framework holds for all the moments of the work distribution. As a

matter of fact, we have also analyzed in detail the connected correlator 〈W 2〉c and

checked its scaling properties. Data collapse can be observed after a suitable rescaling,

according to Eq. (18): pertinent data are presented in Fig. 6, where 〈W 2〉c L2z is plotted

against κ. Analogous results have been found for several other values of κ0 and κ.

Our results have been obtained in the hard-core U → ∞ limit. However, the

DFSS behavior at the vacuum-to-superfluid transition is expected to be universal, thus

independent of the on-site interaction strength U , apart from trivial normalizations (of

course the location µvs does depend on U).
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Figure 5. Average work 〈W 〉 for a quench of the XX model, rescaled by Lz = L2, at

fixed κ0 = −2 and for varying κ. The various data sets are for different chain lengths.

The inset displays the behavior of the same data with the inverse square of the system

size, for fixed κ = 0 (arrow in the main frame). They appear to decrease as 1/L2.

We finally point out that one may also consider quench protocols driven by the

Hamiltonian variable µ around the critical point µ = µvs and λ = 0. In such case,

unlike the quench protocol driven by the λ parameter, the driving Hamiltonian term

commutes with the rest of the Hamiltonian. Dynamic scaling arguments apply as well.

However, to keep this presentation self contained, we do not pursue this issue further.

5.3. Work fluctuations arising from variations of confining potentials

A common feature of any realistic experiment with cold atoms [1] is the presence of an

external (typically harmonic) potential V (x) coupled to the particle density, which traps

the particles within a limited space region. This section is devoted to a generalization

of our DFSS considerations on the statistics of the work in the BH model, to the case

in which the system is confined by a trapping potential.

Let us fix our setting by considering rotationally-invariant power-law potentials, of

the form

V (x, `) = vp|x|p ≡ (|x|/`)p, (62)

where v is the distance from the center of the trap, which we locate at the origin (x = 0)

of the axis, p are positive constants and ` ≡ 1/v is the trap size [67, 68]. Experiments
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Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 5, but for the connected correlator 〈W 2〉c, rescaled by

L2z = L4. In the inset we analyze the behavior with L at fixed κ = 1 (arrow in the

main frame), highlighting the convergence to the asymptotic behavior, which appears

to be characterized by O(L−1) corrections, similarly to the results for the Ising chain

at the critical point. Unspecified parameters have been chosen to be the same as in

Fig. 5.

are usually set up with a harmonic potential, i.e., p = 2. In the case of harmonic traps,

` ∼ ω−1 where ω is the trap frequency. This trapping force gives rise to a further

inhomogeneous term to be added to the BH Hamiltonian (59), i.e,

HtBH = HBH +
∑
x

V (x, `)nx. (63)

Far from the origin, the potential V (x, `) diverges, therefore 〈nx〉 vanishes and the

particles are trapped.

We want to infer the scaling properties of the work fluctuations at the vacuum-

to-superfluid transition, arising from quench protocols varying the trap frequency, and

therefore the trap size. Namely, we assume that the system is initially prepared in

the ground state corresponding to the trap size `0, and then the trap frequency is

suddenly changed to a different value corresponding to a new trap size `, leading

to a out-of-equilibrium quantum dynamics. Similar protocols have been discussed in

Refs. [69, 70, 71].

The inhomogeneity due to the trapping potential strongly affects the phenomenol-

ogy of quantum transitions in homogeneous systems. The trapping potential (62) cou-
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pled to the particle density, as in Eq. (63), significantly affects the critical modes, intro-

ducing another trap length scale `. However, universal behaviors are recovered in the

so-called trap-size scaling (TSS) limit [72]. The corresponding TSS behavior describes

the distortion of the critical behavior around the center of the trap, due to the spatial in-

homogeneity arising from the confining potential. TSS has some analogies with the FSS

theory for homogeneous systems, with two main differences: the inhomogeneity induced

by the space-dependence of the external field, and a nontrivial power-law dependence

of the correlation length ξ` when increasing the trap size ` at the critical point, i.e.,

ξ` ∼ `θ, (64)

where θ denotes the universal trap exponent. The latter can be inferred by a RG analysis

of the perturbation induced by the external trapping potential coupled to the particle

density [72]. In the case of one-dimensional and two-dimensional BH models at their

vacuum-to-superfluid and Mott transition driven by the chemical potential, the universal

trap exponent is given by [67]

θ =
p

p+ yµ
=

p

p+ 2
, (65)

thus θ = 1/2 for harmonic confining potentials. Correspondingly, the gap at the

transition points is expected to scale as [67]

∆(`) ∼ ξ−z` ∼ `−θz, (66)

where z = 2 is the dynamic exponent associated with the transition of the homogeneous

system, for both d = 1 and d = 2. Within the TSS framework, the scaling law of the

singular part of the free-energy density around the center of the trap is expected to

behave as [67]

F (x, µ, T, `) ≈ ξ
−(d+z)
` F(x`, µ`, τ`), (67)

x` = x/ξ`, µ` = (µ− µvs) ξ
yµ
` , τ` = T/∆(`). (68)

Some issues concerning the equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium quantum coherence

and entanglement properties of trapped gases have been already addressed [67, 73, 69,

74]. In particular, the study of the out-of-equilibrium quantum dynamics requires the

introduction of a further scaling variable related to the time, i.e.

θt,` = ∆(`) t. (69)

For example, when starting from the ground state of the initial trap, and suddenly

changing its size from `0 to `, a generic observable is expected to develop a dynamic

TSS behavior [69], such as

O(x;µ, `0, `, t) ≈ ξ−yo`0
O(x`0 , µ`0 , θt,`0 , δ`), (70)

ξ`0 ∼ `θ0, θt,`0 = ∆(`0) t, δ` =
`− `0
`0

, (71)
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where yo is the RG exponent controlling the scaling behavior of the observable O at the

vacuum-to-superfluid transition. The TSS limit is obtained by taking the arguments of

the scaling function O fixed. This dynamic TSS Ansatz has been confirmed by the time

evolution of one-dimensional gases of impenetrable bosons [69].

In the following we discuss the scaling properties of the work fluctuations associated

with quenches of the trap frequencies. The spectrum within a harmonic trap is discrete,

thus the work fluctuation probability can be straightforwardly defined as in Eq. (9). The

dynamic TSS is the optimal framework to infer the trap-size dependence of the work

fluctuations after quenching the trap size. For this purpose, analogously to the case

of the DFSS of homogeneous systems, we need to introduce a further scaling variable

associated with the work variable W . We define

w` = W/∆(`) ∼ W ` θz. (72)

Using scaling arguments analogous to those exploited to investigate finite-size effects in

homogeneous systems, we arrive at the TSS Ansatz

P (W,µ, `0, `) ≈ ∆(`0)P(w`0 , µ`0 , δ`). (73)

As a consequence, the dynamic TSS behavior of the average work reads:

〈W 〉 ≈ ∆(`0)W1(µ`0 , δ`). (74)

The scaling behavior of the higher moments of the work fluctuations can be easily

obtained from Eq. (73).

The dynamic TSS behavior of the work fluctuations can be checked by an alternative

derivation of the scaling behavior (74) of the work average. Proceeding analogously to

Sec. 3.2, we can write

〈W 〉 = 〈0`0|
∑
x

[
V (x, `)− V (x, `0)

]
nx |0`0〉. (75)

Then, using the TSS of particle density at the vacuum-to-superfluid transition [67],

〈0`0|nx|0`0〉 ≈ ξ
−(d+z−yµ)
`0

D(x`, µ`), (76)

where D is a TSS function, we easily recover the dynamic TSS reported in Eq. (74),

with

W1(µ`0 , δ`) = −p δ`
∫
ddx |x|pD(x, µ`0). (77)

Analogous studies can be performed at the n = 1 Mott transition. However,

the corresponding dynamic behaviors is expected to be more complicated. We recall

that the behavior around the n = 1 Mott-to-superfluid transition of the homogeneous

BH model without trap is essentially analogous to that at the vacuum-to-superfluid

transition, because of the invariance under the particle-hole exchange. However, the

particle-hole symmetry does not hold in the presence of the trapping potential, and the
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asymptotic TSS dependence becomes more involved [67]. This is essentially related to

the presence of level crossings at finite values of the trap size, where the gap vanishes.

The resulting trap-size dependence can be cast in the form of a modulated TSS, that is a

TSS controlled by the same exponents as those at the low-density vacuum-to-superfluid

transition, but modulated by periodic functions of the trap size [67]. Analogous

complications are expected to emerge also in dynamic behaviors arising from quench

protocols. This issue however lies outside the purpose of the present work and is left for

future investigations.

6. Summary and outlook

We have studied the scaling properties of the statistics of the work done on a many-body

system after a quench in proximity of a quantum transition of any type. This has been

done within a DFSS framework. Close to a quantum transition, an asymptotic DFSS

behavior emerges from the interplay of the parameters involved in the quench protocol

and the size of the system. In particular, we have considered a generic Hamiltonian

H(λ) = Hc + λHp, with [Hc, Hp] 6= 0, and focused on a sudden change of the parameter

λ, assuming that the pre- and post-quench Hamiltonians remain in the critical regime

of a quantum transition. The DFSS limit is defined as the large-size limit keeping

appropriate scaling variables fixed, associated with the Hamiltonian parameters, the

temperature, etc. At CQTs these are ruled by suitable critical exponents and by the

RG dimension of the tuning parameter, with typical power-law scaling behaviors. On the

other hand, at FOQTs they are dictated by the size dependence of the energy gap, which

is typically exponential, but can also be power-law, depending on the type of boundary

conditions [34]. In our theoretical developments, we have also kept into account the

effect of finite temperatures (for systems initially prepared into an equilibrium Gibbs

ensemble), and discussed how it is possible to consider generalized time-dependent

protocols.

We stress the generality of the scaling arguments that we used to develop the

DFSS theory of the work fluctuations arising from quench at quantum transitions. As

a consequence, they are expected to apply to generic CQTs and FOQTs in any spatial

dimension. The DFSS framework allows us to infer the universal features of the scaling

behaviors of the work fluctuations, such as their power laws and corresponding scaling

functions (apart from trivial normalizations of the DFSS variables). Such predictions are

expected to be independent of the microscopic details of the models at hand, but only

determined by a few global properties shared by the universality class of the transition

at CQTs, and by the general features of the FOQT, such as the fact that it may arise

from a quasi-avoided two-level crossing in the large-L limit.

The predictions of the DFSS theory have been verified in two paradigmatic quantum

many-body systems, driven out of equilibrium by a time variation of one of their

characterizing parameters: the quantum Ising and the Bose-Hubbard model. For

the Ising model, we considered quenches associated with changes of a longitudinal
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magnetic field. Depending on the value of the transverse field, the quench can drive

the system through either CQTs or FOQTs. We explicitly tested our Ansatz by means

of a numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian at CQTs in one dimension, and also

through a two-level truncation of the spectrum at FOQTs. For the Bose-Hubbard model,

we numerically studied quenches in the hard-core limit, driven by an external constant

field globally coupled to the bosonic modes, through the vacuum-to-superfluid CQT.

We also generalized the DFSS framework for the work fluctuations to describe particle

systems confined by inhomogeneous external potentials; in particular, we considered

quench protocols related to the variation of the size of the harmonic trap confining the

particle gas.

Issues related to work fluctuations are particularly relevant for many-body systems

of relatively small sizes, where they may be meaningful and also experimentally

detectable, while they are conjectured to be largely suppressed in the thermodynamic

limit. Indeed, in that case, sizable fluctuations of the intensive work density around

its average value are expected to be extremely rare [21, 11], thus hardly observable. In

this respect, approaches based on DFSS frameworks are particularly suitable to infer

observable phenomena associated with quantum transitions in finite (even quite small)

many-body systems, and capture their universal behaviors that are shared with a large

class of models. Remarkably, our numerical results show that the DFSS behavior can

be observed for relatively small sizes: in some cases a limited number of spins already

displays the predicted asymptotic behavior. Therefore, even systems of modest size (L

order of 10) may disclose the DFSS laws of the work fluctuations derived in this paper.

Given the actual experimental interest for the nonequilibrium aspects of the

quantum dynamics of many-body systems, our results may be particularly relevant

for experimental investigations of the properties of quantum work after quenches

at quantum transitions. Present-day quantum-simulation platforms have already

demonstrated their capability to reproduce and control the dynamics of quantum

Ising-like chains with ∼ 10 spins. Ultracold atoms in optical lattices [75], trapped

ions [76, 77, 78, 79, 80], and Rydberg atoms [81] may be promising candidates where

the emerging universality properties of the quantum many-body physics can be tested

with a minimal number of controllable objects.

Finally, it would be tempting to exploit possible connections with the framework

of non-equilibrium conformal field theory and perturbations thereof [82], as well as

to extend the analysis of work fluctuations to more general time-dependent scenarios

beyond the sudden-quench dynamics, e.g., in order to treat slow ramps across critical

points and the related Kibble-Zurek scaling [4].
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